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Junction recombination current in abrupt junction diodes
under forward bias

Richard Corkisha) and Martin A. Greenb)
Centre for Photovoltaic Devices and Systems, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia

~Received 5 February 1996; accepted for publication 18 May 1996!

A new, analytical method is presented for calculating the depletion-region recombination current for
abrupt-junction diodes under forward bias. The method is appropriate when the recombination
current is dominated by recombination through Shockley–Read–Hall centers at a single energy
level whose density does not vary strongly with position through the device. The new model is
systematically compared with earlier models and with the results of finite-element analyses using
PC-1D. If it is reasonably assumed that PC-1D is the most accurate of the methods considered here,
the others may be ranked according to their proximity to the PC-1D result. It is shown that the new
method, despite its simplicity, yields results closer to PC-1D than the earlier models for many
practical situations. In addition, it is shown that one existing model may be brought into agreement
with the finite-element analysis by a simple modification of the limits of integration. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!07216-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sah, Noyce, and Shockley1 ~SNS! presented in 1957 the
first comprehensive theory for modelling carrier generati
and recombination in the space-charge region of ap-n junc-
tion and their expression2 for the generation-recombination
current under small forward bias remains in common use.
that work the doping density on each side of the junction w
assumed equal. Choo3 extended the SNS theory to includ
asymmetrically doped devices and the resulting expressi4

for the current under small forward bias is also frequen
cited. However, although those treatments1,3 are the most
heavily cited in this area, neither gives good agreement,
general, with more precise calculations. In each of the
models there is assumed to be a uniformly distributed se
Shockley–Read–Hall~SRH! generation-recombination cen
ters at a single energy level within the band gap. The reco
bination rate in steady state is given by5

U~x!5@n~x!p~x!2ni
2#$tn0@p~x!1p1#

1tp0@n~x!1n1#%
21, ~1!

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration,tn0,tp0 are
~excess! carrier lifetime parameters6 dependent on the cap-
ture cross section and density of the centers,

n15ni exp@~Et2Ei !/kT#, p15ni exp@~Ei2Et!/kT# ~2!

are the carrier concentrations if the Fermi level were to lie
Et , the energy level of the recombination centers, andEi is
the intrinsic energy level. The recombination rate is a fun
tion of position due to the variation of the carrier concentr
tions with distance but the lifetime parameters are assum
to be independent of position. The generation-recombinat

a!Electronic mail: r.corkish@unsw.edu.au
b!Electronic mail: m.green@unsw.edu.au
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current contribution from the space-charge region is fou
by integrating the recombination rate over this region:

Jrg5qE U dx ~3!

and the limits of integration are the boundaries of the spa
charge region ~SCR!. According to the depletion
approximation,7 these boundaries are given by

Wn5WNA /~NA1ND!, Wp5WND /~NA1ND!, ~4!

whereNA andND are the concentrations of ionized accept
and donor dopants on thep- andn-type sides of the junction
respectively, andWp and Wn are the thicknesses of th
space-charge region on thep- andn-type sides of the junc-
tion. The overall width of the SCR is given by

W5Wn1Wp5@2e/q~Vbi2Va!~NA
211ND

21!#1/2, ~5!

whereVbi is the built-in voltage of the junction,e is semi-
conductor’s permittivity,q is the electronic charge, andVa is
the bias voltage.

It should be noted that numerical modeling8 has shown
that the depletion approximation does not always give a go
description of the extent of the SCR when the doping den
ties on either side of the abrupt junction are unequal. Ho
ever, in the absence of a more precise definition of the S
and in order to maintain consistency with preceding stud
of SCR recombination current, we use Eq.~5! to define the
SCR. In particular, the depletion approximation tends to u
derestimate the extent of the region on the heavily dop
side within which the space charge is significant. Con
quently, the boundaries described by Eq.~4! do not always
enclose the entire region within which the electric field
significant and care must be exercised, when calcula
overall diode currents, to appropriately model the regio
beyondWn andWp .

In order to simplify the calculation, both SNS and Cho
assumed a linear variation of electrostatic potential,C(x),
across the space-charge region or, equivalently, assumed
the electrostatic field is constant~at its average value! across
3083083/8/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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the space-charge region. A maximum error of 50% in th
field value is attributed by SNS to this approximation and w
note that the generation-recombination current is invers
proportional to the field. Results derived in this work sho
that errors can occur which are far in excess of this lev
Several attempts have been made to derive approximate a
lytical methods for calculating the generation-recombinatio
current without resort to the latter assumption of avera
electrostatic field. Sah, Noyce, and Shockley, in their ide
ized model,9 considered a symmetrical junction with equa
lifetimes and recombination centers at the intrinsic Ferm
level, Ei . In that case the value of the field at the junction
rather than the average value, was used to calculate
generation-recombination current. Van der Ziel10 pointed out
that for such an idealized case the integrand,U, has its maxi-
mum value,Umax, at the metallurgical junction and only the
region close toUmax makes a major contribution to the cur
rent. In a more general treatment, Simeonov and Ivanovic11

argue that the recombination rate is negligible when the p
tential differs from its value atUmax, by more than two to
three timeskT/q and, hence, assume a constant value of t
electrostatic field equal to its value atxm ~the position at
whichUmax occurs, which is generally not at the metallurg
cal junction!. Parikh and Lindholm,12 in their treatment of
SCR recombination in heterojunction bipolar transistors, e
pand the potential variation with position in a Taylor serie
and discard all but the linear term. Choo13 recently modified
his earlier work3 by replacing the average field with the field
at xm . Shur

14 derived a simple approximation for the recom
bination current, limited to situations where the lifetimes a
equal andEt5Ei and Starosel’skii15 published a method
which requires the experimental determination of two para
eters.

Nussbaum16 expresseddc/dx analytically and avoided
reliance on an assumption of a constant field value or on
depletion approximation. He was thus able to integrate~nu-
merically! in two steps, one each side of the junction. In on
sense, this solution is ‘‘exact’’ but the results disagree wi
the other methods considered here since the locations co
sponding to these potential limits lie beyond the SCR boun
aries defined by Eq.~4!. The difference arises from three
separate causes. Firstly, the depletion approximation d
not define boundaries for the SCR where the electric fie
falls to zero and in most real cases the electric field is no
zero atWn andWp . Secondly, under forward bias there exis
ohmic voltage drops across the ‘‘bulk’’ regions.17 Finally, as
discussed above, the depletion approximation is not alway
good description of the SCR when the doping densities
either side of the junction differ significantly.8 In Appendix
A we give an alternative derivation for Nussbaum’s metho
We also show that if the limits of integration are changed
c50.3kT andc5Vbi2Va20.3kT, then we obtain excellent
agreement with values derived from PC-1D using the spa
limits of Eq. ~4!.

In this work we first calculate, using the PC-1D finite
element analysis package,18 and discuss the form of the re-
combination rate versus position function,U(x), as it de-
pends on asymmetries in the carrier lifetimes and dopi
densities. In Sec. III we introduce a new analytical method
3084 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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obtain an approximation to the recombination current i
abrupt junctions under forward bias. Our techniques fo
modelling space-charge recombination using PC-1D are d
scribed in Sec. IV and in the following section we compar
our new method with PC-1D and with other analytical meth
ods from the literature. All calculations assume a temper
ture of 300 K. We ignore the contribution to the recombina
tion current of trap-assisted tunneling.19 Preliminary reports
of this work have appeared elsewhere.20,21

II. FORM OF U(x ) WITH LIFETIME AND DOPING
ASYMMETRIES

A. Lifetime asymmetry

Figure 1 shows the recombination rate as a function
position as predicted for a 1-mm-thick, symmetrically doped
~NA5ND51016 cm23! silicon diode withEt5Ei by the fi-
nite element program, PC-1D. For each curve, the forwa
bias has been set to 0.2 V and the parameter for the set
curves is the ratio of the~excess! carrier lifetime parameters,
tp0/tn0. The product of the lifetimes is held constant a
1310212 s2. For equal lifetimes the recombination rate is
strongly peaked at the location of the metallurgical junctio
and declines towards the same constant value in each b
region. Changing thetp0/tn0 ratio moves the peak in the
recombination rate towards the side in which the minorit
carrier lifetime is shorter. In our example, an increase i
tp0/tn0 causes more recombination to occur on thep-type
side of the junction than on then-type side. The peak in the
recombination rate eventually moves outside the depletio
region ~as defined by the depletion approximation! and be-
comes less prominent. For these cases of very great asy
metry in the lifetimes, the recombination rate across approx
mately 30% of the SCR adjoining the bulk region with low
minority-carrier lifetime is essentially the same as the rate
that bulk region. Ideality factors can approach unity for larg
values of lifetime asymmetry.22 For these cases, the useful-

FIG. 1. Shockley–Read–Hall recombination rate as a function of distan
perpendicular to an abrupt, symmetrically doped~1016 cm23! Si p-n junc-
tion. Trap energy is equal to the intrinsic energy and the forward bias is 0
V. The product of the lifetime parameters,tp0tn0, is set to 10

212 s2 and the
parameter for the different curves is their ratio,tp0/tn0. Values for that ratio
are:~a! 1, ~b! 10, ~c! 102, ~d! 103, ~e! 104, ~f! 105, ~g! 106, ~h! 107, ~i! 108, ~j!
109, ~k! 1010. The vertical lines are the positions of the junction and the
boundaries of the depletion region.
R. Corkish and M. A. Green
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ness of separating the recombination into bulk and S
components is open to question. It is also worth noting t
since the bulk thickness will usually greatly exceed that
the SCR the SCR recombination current will usually be n
ligible in comparison to bulk current when electron and h
lifetimes differ by several orders of magnitude.

For each curve in which a peak is clearly evident in F
1, there is some ‘‘spillover’’ of enhanced recombination ra
from the SCR into each bulk region. When the asymmetr
small, this spillover is unimportant since only an insigni
cant fraction of the total recombination current would
neglected if the limits of the integral in Eq.~3! are set to the
SCR edges given by the depletion approximation.1,3 How-
ever, a significant fraction of the recombination current m
not be accounted for in cases like some of those show
Fig. 1 ~see, for example, the curve corresponding
tp0/tn05106! in which the spillover excess recombinatio
rate approaches the peak value in the SCR. Nussbau
theory, without modification of the limits of integration, in
cludes all the spillover recombination as well as the b
recombination on both sides of the junction up to the poi
where the potential ceases to vary with distance.

B. Doping asymmetry

We also used PC-1D to model the effect of dopi
asymmetry on the form ofU(x). Figure 2~a! shows the effect
of increasingND while keepingNA fixed at 1014 cm23 and
Fig. 2~b! has the results of reducingNA , whileND is fixed at
1018 cm23. The peak in the recombination rate moves aw
from the more heavily doped side of the junction but in ea
case the peak is contained well within the boundaries of
SCR.

III. NEW APPROXIMATION FOR RECOMBINATION
CURRENT

In this section we present a new approach to the esti
tion of recombination current in abruptp-n junctions under
forward bias. The theory applies directly to situations
which the maximum value ofU(x) occurs on thep-type side
of the abrupt junction and extension of the theory to
n-type side is straightforward.

A. Cases where U(x ) strongly peaked

Assuming constant quasi-Fermi levels across the de
tion region and in the neutral bulk for the respective major
carrier,23 we have

np5ni
2 exp@qVa /~kT!#, ~6!

whereVa is the potential between the contacts. This allowp
to be eliminated as a variable from Eq.~1! and the electron
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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and hole concentrations at which the recombination rate is
maximum to be found by differentiation of the denominator:

n~xm!5~tn0 /tp0!
1/2ni exp@qVa/2kT#,

p~xm!5~tp0 /tn0!
1/2ni exp@qVa/2kT#. ~7!

Since the carrier concentrations at any two points,xa andxb ,
are related by the electrostatic potential difference,24

n~xa!/n~xb!5exp$q@c~xa!2c~xb!#/~kT!%, ~8!

we may now express the recombination rate as a function o
the potential difference from the point of maximum recom-
bination rate,xm :

FIG. 2. Effect of doping asymmetry on the Shockley–Read–Hall recombi-
nation rate as a function of distance perpendicular to an abrupt Sip-n
junction when the doping is varied on~a! the side of the junction opposite
that on which the recombination rate is maximum and~b! on the same side.
Trap energy is equal to the intrinsic energy, the forward bias is 0.2 V and
tp05tn051026 s. In ~a! the acceptor doping level is maintained equal to
1014 cm23, while the donor doping is set to~a! 1014, ~b! 1015, ~c! 1016, ~d!
1017 cm23. In ~b! the donor doping is fixed at 1018 cm23 and the five peaks,
from left to right, correspond to acceptor concentrations of 1018, 1017, 1016,
1015, and 1014 cm23.
U~Dc!5
ni
2$exp@qVa /~kT!21#%

tn0p~xm!exp@2qDc/~kT!#1tp0n~xm!exp@qDc/~kT!#1tn0p11tp0n1

5nisinh@qVa /~2kT!#$~tn0tp0!
1/2~cosh@qDc/~kT!#1b!%21, ~9!
3085R. Corkish and M. A. Green
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where20

b5@n1~tp0 /tn0!
1/21p1~tn0 /tp0!

1/2#

3$2ni exp@qVa /~2kT!#%21 ~10!

andDc5c(x)2c(xm). In our previous work,21 a value of
zero was assumed forb in Eq. ~9!. The potential can be
expanded as a power series about its value atxm . Since we
assume in this section that the recombination rate is stro
peaked11 aroundxm , a good approximation to recombinatio
rates near the maximum may be obtained by retaining o
the linear term of this expansion.12 This amounts to assumin
a constant value of electrostatic field11 equal to its value a
xm , corresponding to the following linear approximation f
the potential variation,

Dc~x!5F~xm!Dx, ~11!

whereDx5x2xm . If we assume thatxm is on thep-type
side of the metallurgical junction then the field at the point
maximum recombination is given by~see Appendix B!

F~xm!5~~2kT/e!$NA ln@pp,bulk /p~xm!#2pp,bulk

1p~xm!2np,bulk1n~xm!%!1/2, ~12!

wherepp,bulk andnp,bulk are the carrier concentrations at t
edge of thep-type bulk region~see Appendix B!. The ex-
pression given by Choo13 for the field atxm is identical if we
exchangeNA for ND and invert the ratio of lifetime param
eters. These changes merely allows for our assumption
xm is on thep-type side of the junction since Choo assum
the opposite case.

We may now integrateU(x) according to Eq.~3!. Since
the recombination rate is strongly peaked near the maxim
the results of the integration do not strongly depend on
boundaries to the integration. Hence, we extend the limit
integration to6` in order to obtain an analytical solution
As we shall show, the consequences of this assumption
not serious enough to prevent us from obtaining a more
curate solution than by ‘‘standard’’ techniques1,3 for many
realistic situations. Equation~3! becomes, under our assum
tions,

Jrg~1!'qE
2`

`

U dx

'2qLEni sinh@qVa /~2kT!#~tn0 /tp0!
21/2

3E
0

`

~coshu1b!21du, ~13!

whereu5Dx/LE , LE5kT/[qF(xm)], andDx5x2xm . The
integral may be solved analytically using a stand
expression,25

E
0

` du

b1coshu
52~12b2!21/2 arctan@~12b2!1/2

3~11b!21#, b2,1

5~b221!21/2 ln$@b111~b221!1/2#

3@b112~b221!1/2#21%, b2.1. ~14!
3086 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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B. Cases where U(x ) is step-like

For the situations shown in Fig. 1 to result inU(x) func-
tions which are not strongly peaked but are, instead, st
like, the integration between infinite limits in Eq.~14! is
inappropriate since it will result in an over-estimation of th
recombination current. This situation occurs for large life
time asymmetries at low voltages and moderate asymmet
for higher voltages. Iftn0!tp0, as has been assumed her
then tp0(n1n1) may be the dominant term in the denom
nator of Eq.~1!. Then,

U'ni
2$exp@qVa /~kT!#21%@tp0~n1n1!#

21. ~15!

We approximate the integral of Eq.~3! by ‘‘squaring off’’
the actualU(x) function ~see curves for whichtn0!tp0 in
Fig. 1! so that it is described by Eq.~15! between the edge of
thep-type bulk and some point,x(n5n* ), and by zero else-
where. We call the range of Eq.~15!, Dx* . In order to make
such an approximation it is necessary to assume some c
stant value for the minority carrier concentration,n, through-
out the region whereU is significant. We usen 5 np,bulk @see
Eq. ~B12!#. The value ofn* is found by solving Eq.~15! for
n whenU is equal to the arithmetic mean of the recombin
tion rates in the two bulk regions,

Umean50.5tp0
21@ND

211np,bulk
21 #ni

2$exp@qVa /~kT!#21%,

~16!
where majority bulk electron concentration has been a
proximated by the doping density,ND . Hence,n* is given
by

n*5$exp@qVa /~kT!#21%~Umeantp0!
212n1 . ~17!

In order to findDx* , the range over which Eq.~15! is as-
sumed to be valid, we first find the potential differenc
across the range from Eq.~8!,

Dc5kT/q ln~n* /np,bulk!. ~18!

Under the assumption of quadratic spatial variation of pote
tial which follows from the depletion approximation26 ap-
plied over the region of interest, we have the following e
pression forDx* :

Dx*'@2Dce/~qNA!#1/2 ~19!

and

Jrg~2!'qni
2$exp@qVa /~kT!#21%

3Dx* @tp0~np,bulk1n1!#
21. ~20!

C. Overall solution

Our final estimate for the recombination current is foun
by artificially combining the two expressions forJrg~1! and
Jrg~2!:

Jrg
215Jrg

21~1!1Jrg
21~2!. ~21!

Figure 3 showsJrg , Jrg~1!, andJrg~2! as functions of life-
time asymmetry for a symmetrically doped junction at 0.2
forward bias. The current,Jrg , is approximated byJrg~1! for
small differences in the lifetimes and byJrg~2! when
tn0!tp0.
R. Corkish and M. A. Green
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IV. MODELING RECOMBINATION CURRENT USING
PC-1D

For the PC-1D modeling we used the silicon data set
all surface recombination velocities were set equal to ze
This affects bulk current components but not depletion
gion current. Each side of the junction was described a
separate region.18 Our PC-1D current values are estimat
from the differences in current across the SCR@as defined by
Eq. ~4!# from the PC-1D output curves of current vers
position. We used linear interpolation between the sam
points provided by the program. The values of current fou
in this way show some variation with the overall thickness
the device~i.e., with the extent of the bulk regions include!
in the finite element analysis. All the PC-1D results p
sented in this work were found using overall device thic
nesses equal to 10Wn110Wp except where this strateg
would result in either side being thinner than 0.1mm, which
is ten times the default grading layer between regions.18 In
such cases the thickness of that side of the diode was s
0.1mm.

The PC-1D model includes band-gap narrowing wh
results from doping heavier than defined thresholds. Any
ther doping increase causes a reduction in the effective b
gap in proportion to the natural logarithm of the dopi
density.27 The thresholds used here are 731017 cm23 for
donors and 131017 cm23 for acceptors. This explains th
different height of one of the peaks in Fig. 2~b!. None of the
analytical models includes band-gap-narrowing effects.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Lifetime asymmetry

1. Recombination centers at the intrinsic energy
level, E i

The results for lifetime~parameter! asymmetry from the
various models and from the finite element analysis are c
pared in Fig. 4. A junction forward bias of 0.4 V and equ
doping densities of 1016 cm23 have been assumed. As th
ratio of the hole and electron lifetimes was varied, their pro
uct was maintained constant,tn03tp0510212 s. Our present

FIG. 3. Components of the junction recombination current according to
model presented in this work. The recombination current is approximate
Jrg~1! when the lifetime asymmetry is small and byJrg~2! when it is large.
The results were calculated by assumingtp0tn0510212 s2, NA5ND51016

cm23, Et5Ei , and forward bias of 0.2 V.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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and earlier21 models achieve good agreement with PC-1D
throughout the range of lifetime asymmetry. Simeonov an
Ivanovich28 have good agreement with PC-1D for asymme
try <104. The SNS and~original! Choo3 models both over-
estimate the current by a factor;2 for low asymmetry and
SNS grossly overestimate at high asymmetry. Choo’s mod
fied model13 agrees well with the numerical calculations for
small asymmetry but not whentp0/tn0.104. Only one point
calculated from Shur’s14 expression has been included in
Fig. 4 since that work is based on the assumption of equ
lifetimes. Nussbaum’s method@see Eq.~A4!# overestimates
the current~as we have defined it here! when the asymmetry
is enough to causeU(x) to become step-like since significant
additional bulk recombination is then included. The modifie
version of Nussbaum’s method@see Eq.~A9!# is in excellent
agreement with PC-1D throughout.

2. Recombination centers’ energy level not at E i

Our previous model21 was based on the assumption tha
the trap energy is close to the intrinsic energy but that sim
plification is not necessary. Figure 5 shows the results, as
function of lifetime asymmetry, from the various models
Et2Ei5210kT. The doping is assumed to be symmetrica
and the forward voltage is set to 0.4 V. Our previous work

the
d by

FIG. 4. Depletion-region recombination current as a function of lifetim
asymmetry. Trap energy is equal to the intrinsic energy, forward bias is 0
V and the product of the lifetime parameters,tp0tn0, is set to 10212 s2.

FIG. 5. Depletion-region recombination current as a function of lifetim
asymmetry. Trap energy is equal toEi210kT, forward bias is 0.4 V and the
product of the lifetime parameters,tp0tn0, is set to 10212 s2.
3087R. Corkish and M. A. Green
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along with the SNS and both Choo models, seriously ov
estimates the current when the lifetime asymmetry is sm
The error exceeds an order of magnitude at a bias of 0.2
Choo’s recent model gives poor agreement for high as
metry but the original Choo work agrees well with PC-1D
that region. Nussbaum tends to overestimate the cur
when the form ofU(x) becomes step-like. Both our prese
formulation and the modified form of Nussbaum’s give re
sonable agreement with PC-1D throughout the range.

B. Doping asymmetry

We investigated the consequences of varying the dop
on either the side of the junction on whichxm occurs or on
the opposite side, while keeping the lifetime parameters fi
and equal. In these cases negligible error results from u
Jrg~1! in place ofJrg . For the curves shown in Fig. 6 th
p-type doping is constant atNA51014 cm23, while the
n-type doping density is varied over a range,ND>NA . This
range ensures that the point of maximum recombination r
xm , remains on thep-type side of the junction. The modifie
form of Nussbaum’s theory and our present and previ
models each agree with the PC-1D results more closely
the other methods.

The other way to vary doping asymmetry is to keep
n-type doping density constant and vary thep-type doping
over a range,NA,ND . Thenxm occurs on the same side o
the junction as before. This method was used to obtain
7, for which the doping density on then-type side was fixed
at ND51018 cm23. Our methods, Nussbaum’s method~un-
modified or modified!, and the recent Choo method produ
results which are closer to those from PC-1D than are th
from SNS or Choo~original model! for most of the range.
The agreement of SNS and Choo3 with the PC-1D results for
NA51018 cm23 is a fortuitous result of the band-gap

FIG. 6. Dependence of junction recombination current on doping asym
try. The acceptor doping is kept at 1014 cm23 while the donor doping on the
opposite side of the junction is varied. The chosen range ensures that
of the recombination occurs on thep-type side of the junction. The carrier
have equal lifetime parameters,tp05tn051026 s and the forward bias is
0.4 V.
3088 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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narrowing model in PC-1D. If band-gap narrowing had be
excluded, as it was from the analytical models, the PC-1
result would have been reduced to 331.4 nA cm22.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that significant errors~relative to the
PC-1D finite element analysis with the SCR defined acco
ing to the depletion approximation! in the estimation of junc-
tion recombination currents under forward bias by oth
models may be reduced in many important cases by the
of a new analytical model which does not require numeric
integration. When the excess carrier lifetime parameters
not highly asymmetrical only one of the two parts of th
model @Eq. ~13!# is required and that expression avoids rel
ance on the depletion approximation. When the lifetime p
rameters are highly asymmetrical it is necessary to apply
correction term@Eq. ~20!#. Together@Eq. ~21!#, the two ex-
pressions provide an excellent description of the forwar
bias recombination current across the SCR as defined by
depletion approximation. However, it should be noted th
the depletion approximation is not always a good model f
the extent of the SCR when the doping is asymmetrical.
addition we have demonstrated that Nussbaum’s model m
be brought into excellent agreement with a finite-eleme
analysis by a simple variation of the limits of integratio
which prevent the inclusion of bulk recombination in th
calculation of space-charge region recombination current.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of junction recombination current on doping asymm
try. The donor doping is kept at 1018 cm23 while the acceptor doping on the
opposite side of the junction is varied. The chosen range ensures that m
of the recombination occurs on thep-type side of the junction. The carriers
have equal lifetime parameters,tp05tn051026 s and the forward bias is
0.4 V.
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APPENDIX A: ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION AND
MODIFICATION OF NUSSBAUM’S METHOD

We give an alternative derivation of Nussbaum’
method16 of integrating the recombination current with re
spect to potential rather than distance and demonstrate h
the limits of integration may be adjusted to achieve agre
ment with results from PC-1D using the spatial limits of Eq
~4!.

From Eq.~3! we see that

dJ5qU dx. ~A1!

Multiplying each side byF52dc/dx, whereF is the field
intensity, yields

F dJ5qU dc ~A2!

and integration of both sides allows the current change to
expressed in terms of an integral with respect to potential

E
J0

JW
dJ5qE

c0

cW
~U/F !dc, ~A3!

wherec0 andcW refer to the limiting values of potential in
thep-type andn-type bulk regions, respectively. The limits,
J0 and JW , designate the currents at the locations whe
those potential limits are reached, ie. whereF→0. The inte-
gral on the right-hand side of Eq.~A3! must be divided into
two parts since the field is differently defined on each side
the junction,

Jrg5JW2J05qF E
c0

cJ
~U/Fp!dc1E

cJ

cW
~U/Fn!dcG ,

~A4!

wherecJ is the potential at the junction.
Choosingc050 implies that

cW5Vbi2Va5kT/q ln~nnpp /ni
2!2Va , ~A5!

where nn and pp are the~position-independent! majority-
carrier densities in the bulk regions. From the derivation
Appendix B we have expressions for the field on either sid
of the junction,

Fp
2~x!52/e$kT@p~x!2pp1n~x!2np#1qNAc~x!%

~A6!

and

2Fn
2~x!52/e$kT@pn2p~x!1nn2n~x!#

1qND@c~x!2cW#%. ~A7!

By adding Eqs. ~A6! and ~A7! at the junction, where
Fp5Fn , a solution is found for the junction potential,

cJ5cWND~NA1ND!212kT/q~nn2np1pn2pp!/

~NA1ND!. ~A8!

Expressions for the carrier concentrations on thep-type side
of the junction are given in Eqs.~B11! and ~B12! and those
for the other side may be found similarly. This allows Eq
~A4! to be solved.

Since the limits of the integrals in Eq.~A3! are defined
by the field decreasing to zero, the corresponding positio
lie beyond the SCR as defined by the depletion approxim
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 5, 1 September 1996
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tion. Hence, this method tends to give values for the recom
bination current which exceed those produced by the oth
methods, especially when the recombination rate in eith
bulk region is comparable to or exceeds that in the SCR. W
have found by trial and error that this method may be mod
fied to give agreement with PC-1D by adjusting the potenti
limit at each extreme bya50.3kT. This results in the fol-
lowing expression for the recombination current to replac
Eq. ~A4!,

Jrg5qF E
a

cJ
~U/Fp!dc1E

cJ

cW2a

~U/Fn!dcG . ~A9!

APPENDIX B: ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE
SPACE-CHARGE REGION

Here we derive Eq.~12!, the expression for the electro-
static field amplitude at some point within the SCR wher
the charge density is known although the location of th
point relative to the metallurgical junction may be unknown
A similar expression has previously been used by Green29

and was based on work by Sparkes30 and Green and
Shewchun.31

We begin with Poisson’s equation,

dF~x!

dx
5

r~x!

e
5
q

e
@p~x!2n~x!1ND~x!2NA~x!#,

~B1!

wherer(x) is the space-charge density atx, e is the dielectric
constant, andND(x) andNA(x) are the ionized donor and
acceptor concentrations atx. Rearranging and multiplying
through byF(x) and we find

E F~x!dF5q/e H E p~x!F~x!dx2E n~x!F~x!dx

1E @ND~x!2NA~x!#F~x!dxJ . ~B2!

Now, since the hole and electron currents are the sum of th
drift and diffusion components,

Jp~x!5qmpp~x!F~x!2kTmp dp/dx,
~B3!

Jn~x!5qmnn~x!F~x!1kTmn dn/dx,

wherem indicates mobility, it is possible to derive expres
sions for the first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq
~B2!:

E p~x!F~x!dx5~qmp!
21E Jp dx1kT/qE dp,

~B4!E n~x!F~x!dx5~qmn!
21E Jn dx2kT/qE dn.

Substitution of Eq.~B4! into Eq. ~B2! yields

E F~x!dF5kTe21S E dp1E dnD2qe21E @ND~x!

2NA~x!#dc2e21E ~Jn /mn2Jp /mp!dx,

~B5!
3089R. Corkish and M. A. Green
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wheredc52F(x)dx. Green and Shewchun31 found that the
current integral may be neglected for typical silicon devic
if the current does not exceed 1 A/cm2. Integration allows us
to find the difference in the square of the electric field b
tween two points,xa andxb , in terms of the carrier concen
trations and potential values at those points. The positio
the points may be unknown. Hence,

Fb
22Fa

252kTe21~pb2pa1nb2na!22qe21

3@~NDb2NAb!cb2~NDa2NAa!ca#, ~B6!

where the subscripts refer to the two points under consi
ation. We now assume thatxb is situated within thep-type
bulk region far from the junction and thatxa is in the SCR on
the p-type side of the abrupt junction. We therefore assu
that at each point,NA@ND and thatNAa5NAb5NA . The
assumption of constant quasi-Fermi levels allows us to
press the potential difference between the two points in te
of the hole concentrations,

cb2ca5kT/q ln~pa /pb!, ~B7!

and we setFb50 sincexb is far from the junction. These
assumptions result in the following expression for the field
xa :

Fa
252kTe21@NA ln~pb /pa!2pb1pa2nb1na#, ~B8!

which is equivalent to Eq.~12! in the text.
In order to find values for the carrier concentrations

the p-type bulk region, we assume the space charge to
zero,

pb2nb2NA50, ~B9!

and apply Eq.~6!, so that

pb5ni
2 exp@qVa /~kT!#/nb . ~B10!

Solving Eqs.~B9! and ~B10! simultaneously yields expres
sions for the bulk concentrations:

pb50.5~NA1$NA
214ni

2 exp@qVa /~kT!#%1/2!, ~B11!

nb5ni
2 exp@qVa /~kT!#/pb . ~B12!

If we were to make the additional assumptions thatp@n at
each point of interest and thatpb'NA we would have the
expression given by Green:29

Fa
252kTe21@NA ln~NA /pa!2NA1pa#. ~B13!

However, Eqs.~B8!, ~B11!, and ~B12!, rather than Eq.
~B13!, were used for the calculations in this work.
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